
COVID-19 ADVISORY FOR EMMANUEL BAPTIST CHURCH’S PREMISE

(UPDATED 26 Nov. 2021)

1. Sarawak is now in the endemic phase. This means there is a possibility for
the Covid-19 virus to be brought into the church premise by unsuspecting
members.

2. We can do our part to minimize the chance of this happening by proactively
refraining to enter the church premise if we have any symptoms of Covid-19
disease or if we find out we were close contacts to positive cases within the
last 10 days.

3. If you have new symptoms of running nose, cough, loss of smell or loss of
taste, difficulty breathing no matter how slight, diarrhea or lethargy, you may
have contracted Covid-19. This is because you may not realize some one
had infected you recently.

You can do a Covid-19 Rapid antigen self-test kit to see if it is positive before
coming to church. (List of approved kits are found at
https://portal.mda.gov.my/announcement/631-self-test-covid-19-test-kit-for-
conditional-approval-approved.html). Snap a picture of the results with your
name labelled or with any form of identification in the picture. If negative, you
can show this to the church usher before entering the church).

However, if positive, please go to the nearest Covid-19 swabbing center and
show the picture of your results as above to request for a confirmatory
nasal/throat swab for Covid-19 as soon as possible. If your symptoms are
already severe, do not waste time and instead go to the nearest clinic or
hospital emergency department for an urgent check-up.

4. Should you find out you are a close contact of a positive Covid-19 case (it
may be a fellow household member, work colleague or someone you spent
more than 15 minutes without any face mask or face shield on e.g. eating
together), you may be an asymptomatic carrier of the virus and can possibly
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transmit to others within 5 days of the close contact. In this case, we suggest
you do not enter the church premise and get yourself checked at the nearest
Covid-19 swabbing center and to get your quarantine order.

As of today, the protocol is close contacts who are fully vaccinated (with or
without booster/3rd dose) will be quarantined for 7 days while those who are
not vaccinated will be quarantined for 10 days. You will be swabbed at day 5
of the quarantined if asymptomatic; if you turned symptomatic at any time
earlier, you are urged to go the same swabbing center to get a confirmatory
swab immediately.

5. The current MySejahtera check-in function shows your vaccination status and
Covid-19 risk status. A condition to enter the church premise is to be fully
vaccinated with a status Low Risk, No symptoms Covid-19 risk status.

If however you are a casual contact (no symptoms), we suggest you refrain
from entering the church premise and get yourself a proper swab 5 days from
the informed casual contact.

If you are a close contact or a positive case, you are expected to be
quarantined and not allowed to enter any public premise including the church
during the period of quarantine.

6. Please keep abreast with the latest SOP from the Sarawak Disaster
Management Committee as the guidelines will change and be updated from
time to time.

7. Lastly, let each of us do our part by being disciplined to follow the advisory
and ensure all who physically attend church service feel at peace to enjoy the
fellowship together. As 2 Timothy 1:7 says ‘For the Spirit God gave us does
not make us timid, but gives us power, love and self-discipline.’


